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Abstract 
 

Information security has become a key concern for organizations conducting business in the 

current electronic era. Rapid technological development continuously creates novel security 

threats, making IT an uncertain infrastructure. So the security is an important factor for the 

vendors as well as for the consumers. To fulfill the security needs, IT companies have to adopt 

some standards to assure some levels that concern with the security in their product. Common 

Criteria (CC) is one of the standards that maintains and controls the security of IT products. 

Many other standards are also available to assure the security in products but like these standards 

CC has its own pros and cons. It does not impose predefined security rules that a product should 

exhibit but a language for security evaluation. CC has certain advantages due to its ability to 

address all the three dimensions: a) it provides opportunity for users to specify their security 

requirements, b) an implementation guide for the developers and c) provides comprehensive 

criteria to evaluate the security requirements. On the downside, it requires considerable amount 

of resources and is quite time consuming. Another is security requirements that it evaluates and 

must be defined before the project start which is in direct conflict with the rapidly changing 

security threat environment. In this research thesis we will analyze the core issues and find the 

major causes for the criticism. Many IT users in USA and UK have reservations with CC 

evaluation because of its limitations. We will analyze the CC shortcomings and document them 

that will be useful for researchers to have an idea of shortcomings associated with CC. This 

study will potentially be able to strengthen the CC usage with a more effective and responsive 

evaluation methodology for IT community 
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1. Introduction 

In this age of Information Technology, developed countries have made great contribution in this 

field and no doubt they are getting more benefit from it. As Computer Technology (CT) is the 

backbone of this emerging technology, it takes part in every field of the life. We see all the 

impact of CT in offices, schools, colleges, sports, agriculture and industries where it offer many 

type of support services. In other words we can say that computer is one of the important 

component and no further future development is impossible without it. CT plays very important 

role in education sectors and also in other technological sectors as well. The developed countries 

of the world have made great success in this modern age due to the adaptation of emerging 

technology. CT is so common in these countries perhaps the common person has not only good 

knowledge of computer usage, but also other IT related consumer electronics as well. No doubt 

IT brings a great advancement in the human development but there are also some problematic 

matters that are associated with it and very important to know. One of them is security threat 

which is now a big challenge in IT infrastructure. Most of things are relying on scientific 

research, which is directly associated with IT technology. 

Exchange of Information throughout the globe is in the form of electric pulse using Information 

Communication Technology (ICT) infrastructure, whether it is money order or other secret 

information. The ways of theft with technology advancement has also become changed therefore 

snooping cannot be bypass. For the purpose of vulnerability management, various IT 

departments have taken proper measures to implement appropriate security mechanism for 

safety, survival and have established various types of security standards to meet their objectives. 

Security policies, vulnerability management software and other various types of security 

strategies are implemented by them.  

Security is a term which is associated to the consumer and the developer in the IT world [2]. A 

huge amount of resources are being spent on product’s security implementation nowadays. An 

additional thing which is incredibly essential here to mention is to identifying the security 

threats, which is a tedious job. The consumer is unaware of the security implemented by the IT 

product that is going to be purchased. It clarify that consumer cannot discover the vulnerability 

threats in the product by itself. At this moment a question arises that how can we judge or 

measure the level of security, to be incorporate into the product to provide protection from 
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security threats? To get to the bottom of this problem the researcher started thinking to minimize 

the security risks and decided to develop common standards known as Common Criteria (CC). 

CC is a common standards developed for secure IT product development. It consists of various 

developments stages. First of all, US governments started thinking for such type of standards. In 

1985 standard named as Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria (TCSEC) for 

vulnerability free IT product development is introduced. According to it every product 

development life cycle must meet these standards for security management. Subsequent to that 

European countries started to develop such standards for Europe Union (EU). In 1991 standards 

called Information Technology Security Evaluation Criteria (ITSEC) was introduced by them. In 

1993, Canadian government established their standards and named as Canadian Trusted 

Computer Product Evaluation Criteria (CTCPEC). As these standards are not an international 

standard, thus US decided to make it generalize and make it common to all. US and Canadian in 

combine merged their standards and so called as Federal Criteria (FC) and present it to European 

Commission (EC) for evaluation. EC worked on FC and combine it with their standard, call it as 

CC [2]. They decided that every IT related product will have to be evaluated under these 

standards for security certification. Once product passes the describe level of evaluation a 

certification of evaluation is issued to it and known as Target of Evaluation (TOE).  A number of 

products are currently evaluated under CC framework and the evaluation ratio is increasing with 

the increase in maturity level as show the figure-1. 
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Figure 1. Statistics of CC evaluated IT products 
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1.1. Aims and Objectives 

CC adaptation is no matter very complex and time consuming task for organizations try to 

build development infrastructure for IT product. These organizations are striving to incorporate 

such abstract types of standards. The main thing which is going to find is to identify these 

issues and problems. The aims and objectives of our study are: 

• Recognize the exact science behind CC by reviewing advance research literature.  

• Identify the limitations of CC.  

• Study the complex and abstract components within CC standards. 

• Examine the ambiguities of CC against its adaptation by conducting a case study.  

 
1.2. Significance of Study 

These ISO/IEC 15408 standards are a big challenge not only for the developing countries but 

also for the developed countries of the world. Due to these challenges some of the countries 

still hesitate to implement these standards. This study will explore those issues which are big 

barriers for countries who want to implement it and yet have not. The main focus will be on 

those problems that are faced by the organizations in developed countries who adopted these 

standards. Our study is significant in a sense that we will find out various issues and suggest 

proper solution for it, so that it will become an easy to some extent for IT organization to 

study, explore and understand the CC standard.  

 
1.3. Study Tactic 

We will concentrate on case study for the purpose to evaluate and analyze the challenges that 

are faced by the organizations that are developing IT products under CC standards. Advance 

research case studies and questionnaires will be used for survey and analysis.  

 
1.4. Estimated Results 

The expected outcomes of this study are proper guidelines that enlist all those problems which 

are very critical for IT organizations. These will be investigated and their proper solution will 

be suggested that will be helpful for them. 

 
1.5. Research Questions  

During the study work we will answer the following research questions:  
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� What are the business needs for security evaluation and why are business people 

reluctant to accept CC? 

This study will focus on the current CC standards in the IT market by recent advances. This 

will help us to understand and analyze diverse areas of security in IT industries. It also 

provides the current science of security engineering for e-commerce and online technology as 

well. 

� Why the common criterion is loosing popularity, analyzing causes and suggesting 

solution? 

The theme of this research question is to point out various aspects of CC which are critical and 

become a challenge for organizations. We will identify and analyze its root causes from our 

case study and then document its shortcomings in a structure manner that will help us to 

suggest the desirable solution.  

� What are the main causes of criticism to CC from security experts? 

This research question will be answered at the end as a root cause of CC adaptation. It will be 

elaborated by conducting case study investigation tools. 

 

1.6. Thesis Outlines 

The overall contents of the thesis document can be formulated as: Chapter 1 is the introduction 

to our thesis main topic. Chapter 2 (background) provides the current insight of the new 

research into this area. The state of the art of CC will be discussed in detail. The main focus of 

discussion is CC and its ambiguities and boundaries. Moreover a little overview of the CC 

abstraction and its different classes will be a part of discussion during the review. In chapter 3 

provides an overview of the problem and describes the goals of this thesis. Chapter 4 (Research 

Methodology) explains the research techniques, methods and components used during the 

findings. Chapter 5 is about case study design. Case tools are used for findings and analysis of 

CC evaluation. Chapter 6 (Results) is describe the observation and finding of our case study. 

Further, the survey is carry out in the form of questionnaire and advance literature review of 

some CC certified IT products and organizations. Chapter 7 discusses the analysis result of the 

conducted case study in detail. The last Chapter 8 is used for the conclusion on the collected 

result in chapter 7. It includes detail discussion about the related issues and then finally we 

present our recommendation for the current research problem in view of our conducted case 
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study. It also includes a portion future work. Here we will present some future direction for our 

research to be continued and narrow down the research to some bottom level for future. 

 

1.7. Sketch of Study  
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2. Background 

CC was introduced in 1993 as a collaborative security standards by Canada, US and European 

Commission for IT products and systems evaluation to meet the predefine Security Targets (ST). 

This was presented in documented form for implementation of vulnerability and threats 

management. CC is a third party component and become the ISO 15408 standards in 1999 [1, 2, 

3, 13]. All IT products evaluated under CC will also be recognized as ISO standards product. CC 

expresses security functionality in 11 different classes as requirements for evaluation. These 

includes Security Audit (FAU), Communication (FCO), Cryptographic Support (FCS), User 

Data Protection (FDP), Identification and Authentication (FIA), Security Management (FMT), 

Privacy (FPR), Protection of Security Functions (FPF), Resource Utilization (FRU), Access 

(FTA), and Trusted Path/Channels (FTP/FTC). There are also 8 assurance classes structured in 

various families i.e. Configuration Management (ACM), Delivery and Operation (ADO), 

Development (AD), Guidance Documents (AGD), Life Cycle Support (ALC), Test (AT), 

Vulnerability Assessment (AVA) and Maintenance (AVM) of Assurance. Assurance levels [2] 

are presented in hierarchical form in provisions of classes, families, components, and elements. 

In the section 2.2 these classes will be discuss more in little detail. The assurance levels are 

created using components from assurance families. The engineering organizations explicitly 

followed the CC security requirements during production [4]. Jim Hearn [5] argues that some 

researcher believe that CC evaluated product provides enough protection against security threats 

than unevaluated product. He further affirmed that once a product is evaluated under CC it 

contributes to the overall security when integrated into systems. We will describe some levels of 

CC framework to explore the basic components and different assurance levels of CC in the next 

sections. 

 

2.1. Components of Common Criteria 

Up to now various versions of CC standards are released and are available for free on internet. 

Some of the basic terms that are considered as components of CC paradigm [13] are Target of 

Evaluation (TOE), Security Target (ST) and Protection Profile (PP). Nancy [14] presented a 

CC framework (Figure 2) in hierarchy and also compared CC paradigm with system 

acquisition (in Table 1). 
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Figure 3. CC Modular Component Hierarchy 

Table 1. Mapping between CC Features and System Acquisition Elements 

CC Paradigm 
System Acquisition 

Paradigm 

Observations Regarding Commonality Among CC and 

Acquisition Paradigms 

Protection Profile 
(PP) 

Request for 
Proposals 

Generally, it describes the requirements of the costumer, their 
needs and the expectations from the product. 

Security Target (ST) Proposals This signifies that how the PP will be satisfied and implemented 
by the suppliers. 

Target of Evaluation 
(TOE) 

Delivered System Commonly, it is the product that presented for evaluation by the 
supplier i.e. Firewall, Switch, Security Kernel etc. 

Evaluated System Accepted System It presents the consistency in PP, ST and TOE repectively. 

 

2.1.1. Target of Evaluation (TOE):  

J. Park et al. [6] says that “The TOE is the part of the product or system that is subject to 

evaluation”. TOE is IT product that is candidate for evaluation under CC standard [9, 

11]. It may be database, biometric system, some device or a CC document itself (a 

Protection Profile or Security Target) [6]. 

 

2.1.2. Protection Profile (PP):  

It is a detailed document, which describes the various classes of IT product that is used 

for security. In other words these are necessary security requirements for IT products. 

User specific security requirements are describe in this document [3, 6, 8]. 
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2.1.3. Security Target (ST): 

ST designate the general security requirements of IT product. It plays very important role 

in the production of IT product PP, that’s why it is called the basic document. The first 

thing is to identify the ST for product and the second is the TOE [8, 11, 12]. 

 

2.2. Evaluation Assurance Levels (EALs)  

The purpose of CC is to specify, design, and evaluate IT products that perform security 

functions in one region to be recognized in all over the world. It has three different types of 

stakeholders. Herrmann [15] identified these stakeholders as i.e. Consumer, Developer, and the 

Evaluator.  Consumer or end user is the actual user of the IT product. The developers actually 

develop the product for commercial purpose. Evaluator is the tester or the authority that test the 

product for its security functioning. These evaluators are accredited Testing Laboratories and 

known as CC Testing Laboratory (CCTL). The product needs to be evaluated by these 

laboratories for certification under different EALs. There are seven predefine EALs [13]. 

These levels are presented in table 2 below:  

Table 2. Evaluation Assurance Levels EALs. 

Level Name of EAL Description 

EAL1 Functionally 
Tested 

This is the first level of evaluation and also called the basic level as well. It is 
adapted for the correct operation of the product. It doesn’t guarantee the control 
over vulnerability. This evaluation level present the indication that the target of 
evaluation functions in a way consistent with its credentials and that it provides 
handy security beside known threats. 

EAL2 Structurally Tested Concerns at what time developers or consumers want little reasonable 
autonomously confident security but the whole progress evidence is not 
voluntarily presented. This situation may occur in restricted developer access or 
in the endeavor to protected legacy systems. 

EAL3 Methodically 
Tested and 
Checked 

This is the level where the consumer and developer need reasonable level of little 
confident security and the TOE require a systematic investigation and its 
development, lacking sizeable reproduction. 

EAL4 Methodically 
Designed, Tested, 
and Reviewed 

Adapted when developers or users have need of reasonable and high 
autonomously certain protection in predictable service products and are ready to 
acquire further security-specific production overheads. 

EAL5 Semi-Formally 
Designed and 
Tested 

This is related with the planned development. It is adapted in a situation when 
everything is pre-planned and when developers or users want high, independently 
confident protection and want a precise development structure that does not 
acquire irrational overheads as of professional protection engineering procedures. 

EAL6 Semi-Formally 
Verified Design 
and Tested 

This level is applied when developing security TOE for application in very 
threaten circumstances where the significance of the confined resources 
substantiates the additional overheads. 

EAL7 Formally Verified 
Design and Tested 

This is the last level, it is applied to the development of TOE security for 
application in really high risk situations, as well as when the high value of the 
assets justifies the higher overheads. 
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There are number of various types of IT products that have been evaluated under different 

EALs up till now but the higher level of assurance is still challenge, as shown in the figure-4. 

These levels of assurance are used as essential requirements for security functions. An 

evaluated product is checked for its definite level, if it meets the upper (i.e. EAL5, EAL6, and 

EAL7) level, the product is supposed to be more guaranteed to secure functionality [11]. 
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Figure 4. IT Products Evaluated under various EALs 

 
2.3. Parts of Common Criteria 

The CC document has three parts [13] i.e. introduction, functional and security assurance 

components. Functional and assurance security requirements are the basis for the Common 

Criteria. The three parts are further described as:  

� Introduction:  It describes the common notion and philosophy of IT protection 

assessment. It provides the preliminary summary of CC. The primary implementation 

mock-up of assessment is represented by this part. 

� Functionality: It states a set of functional mechanisms that provide a standard pattern for 

TOEs. The functional requirements are foundation for TOEs. The functional components 

are structured in classes of families of different IT products and known as SFRs [13].  
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� Assurance: It expresses all the assurance components in detail that provide a prototype 

standard on which TOEs assurance requirements are based. The assurance components are 

structured in classes of families of different type of IT products and known as SARs [13].  

 

2.4. Future of CC 

Future of CC is very bright in the developed countries whereas in the developing countries CC 

faces implementation challenges. It is due to the complex structure and additional cost in 

product development due to predefine security component offered by CC [5, 27]. While in the 

third world countries the concept of CC is not so much mature for implementation. Even 

though in the developing countries the acceptance ratio is not so good.  

 

2.5. CC Goals 

The most important goals of CC are as: 

2.5.1. Uniform Application 

� Common language is used for evaluation, which is recognized globally and the 

criteria for specific product is unique. It is used to ensure reliable security 

evaluations of IT products. 

2.5.2. Methodology 

� Established infrastructure: An internationally recognized evaluation scheme that 

is well established in Europe, America and in Canada. The evaluation 

laboratories for CC testing are also well established with advance evaluation and 

validation tools. 

� International Acceptance: According to Mutual Recognition Agreement (MRA) 

certified products are recognized in the member countries. Many products are 

evaluated and their acceptance has issued for international certification up till 

now. 

 

2.6. Definition of Terms 

Target of Evaluation, Security Target, Protection Profile, Security Functional Requirements, 

Security Assurance Requirements 
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3. Problem Definition/Goals 

From the last two decades the IT industry has grown up with a great achievement in various 

diverse fields. The increase in the consumer electronics, software systems and fast 

transportations has brought remarkable advancements in current era. The ICT enables us to 

update ourselves with advance technological information throughout the world. Various types of 

fast communication devices are introduced to make the IT infrastructure more reliable and 

informative. With the increase in these devices the IT industry is facing two big challenges i.e. 

the compatibility and the security of these devices. More than one type of device is currently 

available in the market, used for same functionality but with different standards. Security issue is 

the hottest one in the IT sector regarding Confidentiality, Integrity and Authentication (CIA). CC 

has solved these problems up to some extent. But CC has some issues related to IT industry that 

are product development time, cost and complexity. The cost of the CC security adaptation is 

more than that of the development cost of the product [17]. The complex terms of CC are very 

difficult to understand by the developer during the development. If once a product is certified by 

CC and the organization wants to make some minor modification then the same product has to be 

reevaluated again by CC. This is very time consuming process to re-evaluate each time for new 

updates. “System integration and security composition are difficult problems that depend on 

vendors’ following security engineering principles to successfully integrate COTS components 

with other elements, thus increasing costs and time to delivery” [5]. Hunstad et al. [9] pointed 

out some problems associated with CC framework. He says that CC is a method design for 

evaluation of product not security functionality and for outsized IT systems it is still 

objectionable. Another problem he identified is that the emphasis is on either product meets the 

criteria or does not but a small change in the licensed product makes the assessment absolutely 

outdated. The last thing which is very important one, the total evaluation of product is dependent 

on the laboratories to pass or fail. Some general problems related to CC are discussed in section 

3.1 here bellow. 

 

3.1. Problem 

In the view of industry-related security researchers and various stakeholders identifies some 

main problems of CC. From the literature study we find the problems that are common: 
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� The whole process of the evaluation is costly to fulfill the CC requirements in a sense 

of expenditure, time and production. 

� The EALs (i.e. 5, 6, and 7) are known as the higher assurance level for US and 

European member’s countries who signed the MRA agreement, which is a challenge 

for new member’s countries. 

� Outsized IT systems evaluation is very complex because evaluation zoom-in to the 

system components and evaluate each unit. After the evaluation zoom-out and viewing 

the system as a whole, the task is very much complex and some time impossible to 

recombine [9]. 

� The attempt and time required placing evaluation confirmation and certification is very 

hard job that by the time the work is finished, the artifact in evaluation is usually 

outdated. 

� From industry point of view there is some input but have slight impact on the CC 

assessment. 

� From the evaluation point of view CC is just paperwork the actual product is not 

properly evaluated. But this point is for the lower level of EALs not for the higher 

level. 

� CC discriminates against Free and Open Source Software because these are not 

dependent on any type of criteria for evaluation. 

� Quick raise in extent, strength, rigor for TOE at high EALs, but not for PP, produce a 

generalization hole that is costly to overpass. 
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4. Methodology 

4.1. Overview 

Research methodology illustrates the methods used to carry out the research activities during 

thesis work. It describes the overall concept for conducting and developing strategies for whole 

study. Furthermore the purpose of research methodology is to describe what activity is going to 

perform, how to proceed with work as well as how to analyze and measure the progress in 

research. 

In our thesis the research methodology on “Common Criteria evaluation” is based on literature 

overview and get understanding of “What is CC?”, “Why need of CC?”, “Which countries are 

using CC?”, “What goals they are achieving after adopting CC?” and “Why it is useful for the 

IT organizations to certify/evaluate their products”. This literature study leads and helps us to 

conduct, understand and analyze questionnaires. 

 

4.2. Methodology Framework 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Study Framework 
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4.3. Literature Review 

The initial phase of our research is literature overview, to gain knowledge and understanding 

the concept of CC and its usage. With the help of literature overview our study will answer 

many questions regarding CC. Different key terms that have relevancies with the topic are 

search out from those sources that authenticate the materials published on it. 

The main reason behind literature overview is to provide proper information and education to 

researcher from the work that has been done earlier [16]. 

 

4.4. Informal Discussion 

We adopted many informal discussions as parallel step with literature overview, for this 

purpose we met some PhD scholars, research students and telephonic discussion with 

employees of some renowned companies who are doing research in this area. These informal 

discussions enable us to understand the in-depth knowledge of our research study. On the basis 

of this we proceed for next survey phase. 
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5. Conducting  Survey  

This survey is conducted for evaluation of well established IT organizations that have adopted 

and implemented CC standards. These organizations are developing IT products according to CC 

standards to get certification for their product in the market. They adopted these standards to 

meet the security challenges and for future benefits, while spending lot of budget on acquiring 

the TOE requirements. The management of these organizations has faced plenty of difficulties 

during implementation phase. We will analyze and look into these problems in our study. We 

expect that they will help us in conducting such type of survey and answer our questions which 

are related to their gained knowledge. Because they believe that it will made improvement in the 

security features of their product and discover some fresh ideas. This study will possibly provide 

a big vision in the future research for those who are still thinking about CC. 

 

5.1. Planning 

Conducting a successful survey need a proper guidance, planning, management and time 

scheduling. While conducting this research survey we have reviewed advance literature and 

made informal meeting with field experts and researchers. It will prepare us to design a good 

survey that will be based on a questionnaire. This questionnaire will be distributed to 

concerned persons of related IT organizations, working under CC in the IT field and some of 

those organizations who are still thinking to adopt CC. Their experiences will provide exact 

direction for our research. On the basis of case study we will conclude our findings and results. 

These findings and results will provide us great support to answers our research questions.  

 

5.2. Objectives 

The broad objectives of this survey include the following worth points. 

� To identify the difference between CC standard based and non CC standard based 

product. 

� To explore the main causes of this difference. 

� To collect the experts/professionals views and ideas and then find the solution of the 

problem. 

� To provide a systemic and scientific approach to improve the adaptation rate of CC 

standards. 
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� To make easy for other IT related organization to look into this for own interest. 

This study is important because it provides vision of those CC factors which are so complex or 

their abstraction level is high. These factors are the main causes which are based for 

repudiation of CC standards.  

 

5.3. Structure 

This survey is based on a standard type of questionnaire not on any organizational 

documentation or observation. This questionnaire has a simple format which includes various 

types of related descriptive questions. The main theme of the questionnaire is to enlighten these 

issues of CC which are considered as barriers for adaptation of the standards. 

 

5.4. Questionnaire Layout 

In view of various advance literature and different researchers’ ideas we designed our 

questionnaire in different subsections. The aim of questionnaire is to locate the notion and 

indistinct issues of CC standards which cause complexities. The questionnaire is divided into 

several portions. The first portion is related to the person concerned, his education, 

organization, designation and experience. The second portion is closely related to the general 

issues of CC standards, its complexity exercised by the respective organization. The 

questionnaire is enclosed herewith in the appendix-1. During the formulation of questionnaire, 

our center of attention is on two things. First the language of the question is kept so simple and 

easy to understandable; it means that the contexts of the questions are clear. Secondly, the 

layout of questions is open-ended, to be answered easily by the concerned person. The 

questionnaire is made predetermined and cannot be change time-to-time. If during the survey 

we find something that is special then we will ask these through informal way. However the 

whole questionnaire will be updated for changes and the additional questions will added in it. 

The questionnaire will be send to the respective organizations through special e-mail parallel 

telephonic discussion to collect the required information.  

 

5.5. Pretest 

A pre-analyzing test of the questionnaire is conducted in order to investigate the effectiveness, 

complication and successfulness of the survey. The questions are checked for their sequence 
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and flow. For this purpose two persons were randomly selected in our colleagues whom field-

of-interest is IT security. Their feedback is documented and their key remarks are appropriately 

incorporated in the questionnaire.  

 

5.6. Implementation 

To conduct well effective and reliable study in all aspect, we exercised in a systematic and 

practical manner. We suggested well known organizations as a target of our study which has 

adopted CC and they already developing product according to this standards.  

 

5.7. Participants 

The preferred persons who will participate in our survey are the Security Managers (SM) as 

these are well aware of such problems that are faced by the organizations during development 

and implementation phase. They know how to handle these problems and find their solutions. 

SMs have deep information of these problems and they will provide some future guidance 

based on their experiences and expertise. 

  
5.8. Legal & Ethical Issues 

Planning a good survey in all aspects is not an easy job. However, we have tried to cover all 

those issues that relate to adoption of CC Standards. For obtaining good results organizational 

behavior and defined ethical limitations are observed. These things make us to collect better 

feedback of our questionnaires. 
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6. Results 

This chapter presents the results of our study in three steps. In the first step (section 6.1) the 

collected data is evaluated for validity checks. In the second step (section 6.2) we put our 

emphasis on reviewing the literature of those researchers who have worked with CC certified 

organizations. The third step (section 6.3) will sum up the outcomes from the feedback of the 

questionnaire. 

 

6.1. Validity 

It was a crucial part of our survey that the information that was received from the company’s 

employee or administration was not corrupted by our misinterpretations. The responses that we 

received from our survey will lead us for further analysis and conclusions. To assure the 

accuracy we used the following approach: 

Right Contact: First of all we found the right person in the respective organization and then 

contacted with him telephonically for participating in the survey related to his area of interest. 

Post Inquiry: After collecting information from survey we would assess those responses that 

are beyond our expectations. In this situation we would get in touch with particular company 

for further discussion. 

 

6.2. Advance Literature Review 

Great research has been done by researchers in CC evaluation during various type of IT 

product development. They explored a variety of research activities and found some problems 

in CC and then propose a proper solution for these problems.  

 

M. Razzazi et al. [2] identified two problems in CC framework and also suggested proper 

solution for that. They described that the CC terms and its interpretation is in abstract form 

therefore it leads to some level of ambiguities which are challenges for true security 

requirement and identification. Further he claimed that the work units in CC evaluation 

management are not well structured. The evaluation laboratories need to resolve these 

ambiguities during the investigation process. Here the major difficulty is lot of explanation and 

description for such work units that come into reality. So, the early compromise regularly fades 

out. The second problem he discusses is the time problem. During the evaluation process 
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engineers who evaluate the products, need some interpretation and completion expertise that is 

related to the evaluator. As a result, some serious obstruction take place in the estimation of the 

time required for the evaluation process. Roughly estimation of time creates difficulties in the 

context of the cost management, evaluation project control, and coordination with the Target of 

Evaluation (TOE) developer. 

 

Eriksson [4] discusses the changes in accredited product. He concludes that there must a proper 

support from the accreditation authority that allows the type-approval. The whole process is 

very costly in a sense of time and budget. Also the change is not possible in the product before 

the accreditation authority has reviewed and approved the change. 

 

Jim Hearn [5] describes that from the consumer point of view the certification and 

accreditation of product is just a “tick in the box” for procurement and rarely understand the 

security intention or certification information, or even utilize the assessment configurations and 

from the seller point of view CC does not provide any improvement in product. 

 

Thuy D. Nguyen et al. [8] point out some challenges associated with PP. He takes security 

kernel of OS as a case study and describes “Description of the TOE abstractions in the CC 

context, extensions to several CC requirements, and extrapolation from existing guidance and 

protection profiles for medium robustness environments [8]”. There are some opinions that CC 

evaluation has some limitations for describing end to end security of product [27]. 

 

Amund et al. [9] described some common drawbacks that associated with CC approach.  

� CC does not guarantee security functionality. It evaluates the development process of the 

system but can’t the system. 

� There are some doubts about the usability of CC in the development process of large 

systems.  

� The evaluation method strongly believes on the myth of "all or nothing" nature of an 

evaluation. Either the product fulfills the requirement or it does not. Furthermore the 

feedback to the profile writers leaves them guessing as to what requirements need to set 

or ignored. 
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� Slightly change in the product design or configuration makes its evaluation completely 

absolute and outdated. 

� The judgment of the evaluator is questionable. It is up to them to pass the product or 

suggest further improvement for fulfilling the CC evaluation. 

 

Monika [11] says that “using the CC, a large number of security requirements on the system 

itself and on the system development can be defined”. He takes PalME (Palm Money 

Exchange) project case study as a research study. The development of PalME project was 

according to CC framework and got the EAL2 evaluation. Monika [11] further assert that the 

clarity in every dependency and reliability of all documents is very laborious activity, which 

must be carried out during planning and scheduling phase of project.  

 

CC standards by themselves are often unclear and nominal for a person that has no security 

background to understand. Due to these issues 5222 software threats reported to the CERT 

Coordination Center in 2005. It means that product development and deployment have various 

vulnerabilities threats. The occurrence of vulnerabilities in software can eventually lead to 

attacks, and the malfunction or exploitation of IT systems [12]. 

 

CC evaluation only describes the software development process. Microsoft spent more than a 

million dollars for accreditation of Windows 2000 under CC EAL4. An EAL4 rating means 

that the vendor produced a lot of paperwork related to the software process, but it says in effect 

nothing about the worth of the software itself. It is just like home without inspection which is a 

risk [17]. 

 “CC for IT Security Evaluation could benefit from focusing on development rather than 

evaluation, to provide assurance” [18]. 

 

Feisal [19] says that “Some systems don’t fit easily into information security concepts from the 

Common Criteria”. The CC requirement lacks in linguistic clarity for the conventional security 

and protection notions. The CC may be fit for products, it would be inappropriate for outsized 

centralized systems. 
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For high level of EAL, evaluation requires strong and expert development techniques which 

include security strategy, a full system design with a formal high level design specification. 

Further CC requires background knowledge about intensive design, code inspection, pattern 

control, complete test, code treatment study and also a broad susceptibility investigation for 

security loopholes that are not a achievable for small or medium size organizations [20]. 

 

IBM and ATSec [21] in combine obtained an EAL4 certification for open source IT product 

(Linux). The low level of evaluation often takes three years, so in the first step they spend six 

months to achieve this meaningful level due to market demand. They considered EAL3 is next 

but open-source code would have difficulty to fulfill requirements in the initial step. They 

further claimed that Linux was the only server operating system with a rising market share that 

hadn’t undergone a security evaluation because of high evaluation cost and Linux distributors 

have not been willing or were able to pay.  

 

“In communication technology prospective CC to provided a formal framework for 

implementing and internal threat protection security solution in a network computing 

environment [22]”. 

  

Tatsuaki [23] identified some general types of difficulties associated with CC. he says that it 

require long time to be able to write an accurate ST for the beginner trainee. “The numbers of 

the CC application to IT systems collected of multiple IT products are few, and it is hard to 

conduct the system security evaluation [23]”. The PP of IT product does not regulate, how the 

specified requirements will be accomplished, providing, hence, autonomy of understanding 

[24]. “The CC has been focused on single product that is consisted of one software component. 

Evaluation modeling of composed product, which is consisted of two or more evaluated or 

unevaluated component, is needed [25]”.  

 

“Common Criteria is also criticized due to an expensive method. It requires an extensive 

amount of resources for the evaluation process to get a product CC certified and when the 

product is evaluated it does not guarantee that the product is secure. Because the evaluation is 

done according to the requirements that CC requires to be specified before development [27]”. 
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6.3. Examining Feedback 

We sent our questionnaires to 10 different companies and four of those responded after the 

assurance that their names should be kept private, so we arranged the names of those 

companies as Company A, Company B, Company C, and Company D respectively. Where 

Company A is a US based and largest vendor of personal computer software, Company B 

develops configuration auditing and control software and based in US and Canada, Company C 

is US based and providing security regarding mainframes and Company D is also a US based 

company and has a big network around the world, it deals with Network Devices. 

 

Question 1: What was your expectation regarding common criteria when you opted this 

methodology for your product evaluation? 

 

Response of each company is as follow. 

Company A: The feedback that we got from Company A is “The primary purpose of our use 

of the Common Criteria (CC) is to facilitate the sales of our products to international 

government, military, and intelligence community customers. For example, we had no choice 

but to comply if we wanted to sell our product to the US Government.” 

Company B: We expected to be able to better compete for US Government business.   

Company C: My expectation was that this was going to be a very painful process for my 

company. 

Company D: The Common Criteria is a mandatory requirement by a number of our 

government customers in the United States and abroad. The main motive at the time was to 

open these markets to our products. We have also have had expectations to enhance the 

security of products 

Conclusion: Four companies are satisfied to opt this methodology as the requirement by the 

Government Customers but still they have some reservations by opting this methodology 

because they believe that it’s a painful process. 

 

Question 2: Did Common Criteria provide intended benefits for product evaluation? 
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Company A: Yes, but only in terms of completing sales to our customers. 

Company B: Yes, Common Criteria provide intended benefits for product evaluation 

Company C: Our product is still in evaluation process so cannot describe it now. 

Company D: Yes, It provides intended benefits. 

Conclusion: Three companies are satisfied and agree that by adopting CC, It will increase the 

sales of their product, yet one is still waiting for completion as their product is still in 

evaluation process. 

 

Question 3: Did common criteria address all of your organizational security 

requirements? 

 

Company A: No, CC has done nothing to improve security. What does work effectively and 

measurably instead of CC is the Security Development Lifecycle 

Company B: We think CC gives a baseline for security but does not address all aspects.  This 

is primarily because the definition of a security boundary can be restricted for evaluation 

purposes and this restriction does not always benefit the customer 

Company C: Not really. 

Company D: Common Criteria cannot address all the security requirements. In conjunction 

with Common Criteria, we have been using other test suites and tools which compliment the 

Common Criteria objective. 

Conclusion: All companies responded but they are not satisfied because companies use their 

own security development life cycle to address and ensure all organizational security 

requirements. So CC does nothing to improve their security but to redundant their own security 

life cycle. 

 

Question 4: Does common criteria evaluation add value to product security? Do you feel 

any difference after the product is evaluated? 

 

Company A: Although CC may add value to the security of new products from vendors who 

are new to the security realm, CC does not add value to the security of our products. I do not 
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feel any difference in the security quality of our products after they are evaluated. What does 

add value is the SDL referenced above 

Company B: If your product is secure when you start then CC evaluation is just a lot of time 

and money just to satisfy a checkbox.  I suppose if your product is not secure in the beginning 

then the process adds security value.  There was no value-add to our product, just to our ability 

to market and sell to those people who care about CC 

Company C: No. 

Company D: Yes, we do believe that Common Criteria adds value in the areas mentioned 

above. 

Conclusion: Four companies don’t agree with this question as CC does not add value to the 

security of their product and they do not feel any difference in the quality regarding security 

aspects after they are evaluated. All adopt their own security life cycle to add value in their 

product. 

 

Question 5: Can you say CC evaluated product means product is secured? Or it only 

evaluates the security requirements and their implementation? 

 

Company A: Clearly, CC evaluated products do not mean a product is “secure”, for it is 

several years behind the current “real world” threats to which virtually all certified products 

fall prey, with the possible exception of those at the highest level of assurance, i.e., EAL7. 

What CC does do, is tell a customer the security claims that have been made about specific 

security features and security assurance and whether a specific security target measures up to 

those claims 

Company B: It only evaluates the security requirements and their implementations. 

Company C: Just the later as our product is under evaluation. 

Company D: Security is a relative term and Common Criteria only addresses the security 

features that have been listed in the Security Target of that evaluation 

Conclusion: Four companies provide the feedback that CC evaluated product doesn’t mean 

that product is more secure some of them also believe that CC evaluated product don’t prove 

complete security while one company is under evaluation process. 

 

Question 6: How long did it take? Are you satisfied with the time span of CC evaluation? 
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Company A: We have had CC evaluations take as long as three years and others as short as 

nine months. We are not satisfied with this “glacial” evaluation time span. 

Company B: Four years.  No, we are not satisfied with the time span, it is ridiculous. 

Company C: Up to 18 months, its way too long. 

Company D: Depending on the assurance level of the evaluation, (EAL3, EAL4, etc.), and the 

features in the Security Target, the Common Criteria evaluation can take anywhere between 6-

24 months. We have been satisfied with the turnaround time from the different agencies we 

have worked with. 

Conclusion: Three companies provided negative feedback because time span is much high and 

they are not satisfied with this glacial evaluation time span but one company is very much 

satisfied. 

 

Question 7: The time span did affect your product delivery or release? 

 

Company A: No, Our products are released and delivered long before the completion of the 

CC evaluations/validations 

Company B: The long time span meant that we certified a very old version of our product.  

This is not in the best interest of our customers 

Company C: No, it did not affect our product delivery. 

Company D: We do Common Criteria once a year, and the releases that have long support, 

(36 months support). We do not routinely get certification for each release. We have not 

delayed a release date based on Common Criteria pass/fail. 

Conclusion: we received feedback from three companies where they don’t wait for the 

evaluation by cc and release the product for testing purpose in the market. One company are 

not affected due to this long time span. 

 

Question 8: Are you able to adjust novel threats and security measure to product during 

evaluation or after evaluation? 
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Company A: Yes, we are able to adjust novel threats and security measure to product during 

evaluation or after evaluation 

Company B: Yes, during evaluation, if they are pertinent to the evaluation.  If you adjust your 

software after the evaluation is complete you have to go through the Maintenance of Assurance 

process.  

Company C: No, we are unable to adjust novel threats and security measure to product using 

evaluation or after evaluation 

Company D: We have moved the target from Release-1 to Release-2 image of the same 

release to allow fixes of bugs that were discovered during the test. 

Conclusion: Three companies agree with the question and their response is positive as they are 

able to cope with novel threats while one company provides feedback that they are unable to 

cope with novel threats. 

 

Question 9: Did you manage the CC documentation procedure (PP) with the organization 

or hired some expert? 

 

Company A: We have relied on outside expert CC help over the last decade. We are currently 

moving some of this work in house 

Company B: Hired a consulting company to work with us and with the lab. 

Company C: Hired some expert 

Company D: We have experts within the company who provide artifacts and evidence needed 

to support Common Criteria evaluations. In early days, we have hired consultants and we still 

do so as needed to augment in-house resources to meet deadlines. 

Conclusion: Three companies hire experts from outside but some of these companies are 

thinking about this process internally and one company uses their own internal expert for this 

process. 

 

Question 10: What does it cost? Can it be justified with ROSI (return on security 

investments)? 
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Company A: In our case it has cost millions of US dollars for each evaluation. It can be 

justified with ROI for sales purposes; however, this should not be portrayed as ROSI, for it 

does nothing to improve the security of our products or organization. 

Company B: It costs hundreds and hundreds of thousands of dollars.  It can be justified if you 

say that it keeps us selling to the US Gov (and any other country that cares about CC). 

Company C: Including internal $500K,   It can be justified 

Company D: Cost varies depending on the assurance level and features that are being 

evaluated. A continuity assurance certification (recertification of already certified product) can 

be anywhere between $25K and $50K. A new certification can be anywhere between $200K to 

$2 Million. On average, our cost is $350K. Since we are a player in the Public Sector market, 

we consider this expense the cost of doing business, and it is an acceptable expenditure for the 

revenue that is being generated. 

Conclusion: Four responded this query as cost vary with the volume of product and it is  

justified but only with Return on Security Investment (ROSI) for sales purpose but not 

portrayed with ROSI because CC process do nothing to improve the security in their product. 

 

Question 11: Is management satisfied with the CC evaluation cost? 

 

Company A: No, Management is not satisfied. CC costs far too much 

Company B: It should cost less and take less time. 

Company C: No, they want it reduced. 

Company D: Management is never satisfied with anything that is associated with cost, but 

they gladly pay for this since the return on investment is high. 

Conclusion: Four companies provided feedback that the management is not satisfied as its cost 

is too much high. 

 

Question 12: After CC evaluation, is your product able to cope with novel threats? 

 

Company A: CC does not enable our products to cope with novel threats. What does work is 

SDL as referenced above. 

Company B: CC evaluation did not change our ability to cope with novel threats. 
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Company C: N/A 

Company D: After the evaluation, we have a higher assurance, however there is such a thing 

as “zero day attack” (such vulnerability that is unidentified to others and no security patch or 

fix criteria is available to control such vulnerabilities), which we have dedicated a team to deal 

with. 

Conclusion: Three companies provided feedback that CC does not enable their products to 

cope with novel threats; all Novel threats are coped by their internal security life cycle. While 

one company believes that due to high level of security assurance so they can cope it with the 

help of their internal team. 

 

Question 13: Did CC evaluation affect your product in terms of market gain and more 

profit? 

 

Company A: Market share – yes, Profit – no 

Company B: That is still yet to be determined, we only just now received our certificate.  We 

believe that being “in evaluation” had a positive benefit to our Government sales and therefore 

completing the certification should have a positive benefit on market share and profit 

Company C: As our product is under evaluation phase so it is unclear. 

Company D: It has opened a new market for us. We have found CC and other security 

evaluations to be market differentiators. 

Conclusion: Only three companies provided feed that they gain market share but there is no 

any profit after evaluating the product by using CC and one company is unclear because their 

product is under evaluation. 

 

Question 14: Are you comfortable with defining the security requirements before the 

evaluation start? 

 

Company A: Yes, we are comfortable defining security requirements before a CC evaluation 

starts. 

Company B: We had our own concept of security and fortunately it matched the requirements 

for CC evaluation. 
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Company C: Yes 

Company D: Yes, The first document to be produced for a CC, evaluation is the Security 

Target, which defines the security requirements. 

Conclusion: All Four companies are comfortable with defining security requirements before a 

CC evaluation starts. 

 

Question 15: What is the overall satisfaction level of CC evaluation? How you grade is 

between 0--100? 

 

Company A: Zero (0), CC does nothing to improve the security quality of our products. Its 

costs are high. The time to market is delayed. The CC standard and process must be 

fundamentally reformed in order to keep up with real world threats and product release 

schedules 

Company B: 50 

Company C: 90 

Company D: 80 

Conclusion: One company  provided Zero Grade as CC provide no satisfaction , One company 

graded as 50 because of some major limiting factors being the relatively high cost of 

evaluations compared to the value of the security proven in the evaluations. Two companies 

graded CC higher. 
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7.  Analysis and Suggestions 

This research work will present a case study analyzing various aspects of CC regarding security 

of IT related product development. 

 

7.1. Discussion/Analysis. 

CC is a standard for achieving and ensuring security in IT product, many medium and large 

companies have adopted CC for the purpose of evaluating the security in their products. In this 

section the authors studied and analyzed the reason for lacking of adoption of CC standards. 

We performed study in renowned organizations that are using CC for the evaluation of their 

products and found the following factors that can be summarized as below.  

 

7.1.1. Creation of Protection Profiles 

Most of the organizations feel uncomfortable with PP creation profile although some 

already created PPs are available but it’s still a big challenge for organization to 

manage a well written protection profile. PP structure and the time required is felt most 

annoying in some organization. A well written PP required some organization to hire 

expert and pay huge amount for PP creation. 

Suggestions: 

There must be indoor-trained department that should be responsible for managing and 

creation of PP or there must be some automated tools that can manage PP effect on time-

stamp basis. By adopting such mechanism cost can be reduced and time span can be 

short. 

  

7.1.2. Common Criteria Evaluation Time 

The study shows an average time of the product evaluation is about 12 to 18 months that 

caused frustration for some originations. It delayed product release for some originations 

and novel technology eruption during the evaluation time.  

Suggestions: 

Testing version should be placed in the market so that customers can be familiar with the 

functionalities of product. Some automated tools should be used by CC evaluators to 

reduce the evaluation time. 
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7.1.3. Cumbersomeness 

A huge documentation is required for protection profile creation to the getting products 

certified. The organizations feel uncomfortable with documentation that they themselves 

have to manage during evaluation. 

Suggestions: 

A separate department should work parallel during the creation of PP, that can be able 

to handle all complexities during the creation and management of PP. 

  

7.1.4. Cost Factor 

Cost required for the evaluation is normally in millions. Business organizations and 

management mostly emphasizes at Return on Security Investments (ROSI). Our study 

shows that the security personals are unable to justify these huge investments to the 

management. 

Suggestions: 

As business organizations mostly emphasize at Return on Security Investments (ROSI). 

Involvement of third party which should work parallel with CC to evaluate certain 

aspects of product, it will minimize overload or provide some smart solutions by using 

testing tools. 

 

7.1.5. Evaluated Products Does Not Mean Improved Security 

For most of the organization CC evaluated products did not mean improved security, 

because the CC ensures already defined security requirements with product deployment. 

This is the main reason for the security professionals’ failure to justly the investments in 

terms of return on security investments. Some organizations feel that the CC does not 

provide the intended benefits to them.  It is not more than a tag or CC certified nothing 

much. 

Suggestions:  

CC must work in a way that during the evaluation of product, it should provide a 

mechanism to detect future threats and then provide improved suggestions to minimize 

those threats during the evaluation whose specifications can be merge with already 
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created PP for the purpose of improved security. It can be achieved by helping of recent 

detection and prevention tools or by coordination of vendors that use their own criteria 

to detect the future threats during the evaluation of product. 

 

7.1.6. Limited Accredited Labs  

CCRA courtiers have accredited labs responsible for the evaluation and certification. 

This makes it limited to certain labs and affects its usage.  

Suggestions: 

Government should provide funds to increase number of labs or gave license to third 

party companies that meet the requirement to test and evaluate the product. This can be 

helpful to decrease the cost and time span in product evaluation. 

 

7.1.7. Resources Hungriness 

Large evaluation team from testing labs and also vendors take part in evaluation process. 

This requires lot of resources in general in terms of money, time and man power. 

Suggestions: 

Formation of separate departments who are only responsible for the PP creation, 

management and implementation can be helpful. Increase in labs can also be useful and 

evaluation should take place on the basis of modules. 

 

7.1.8. Dynamically Changing Security Requirements 

Information technology components are rapidly innovating and that brings novel threats 

opening new security concerns. It has made IT an uncertain environment where   

organization’s security requirements are dynamically changing. CC is unable to address 

dynamically changing security requirement of an organization. Evaluated products 

become obsolete very soon and new security measures are required for evaluated 

products. 

Suggestions: 

There should be mechanism to detect novel threats and with the help of security experts 

and CC team, particular security features should be embed in PP during the evaluation 
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phase. This will not only minimize the time to re-evaluate particular product but also 

decrease the cost of future evaluation. 

 

CC is an established methodology which is recognized in more than sixteen countries. It has 

passed through an evolution phase from various countrywide standards. We have summarized 

the CC shortcomings based on our study made in various organizations; we believe that these 

CC shortcomings should be considered to improve its efficacy and wide acceptability. Based 

on our study and understanding we make some recommendations in the following section. 

 

7.2. Recommendation 

The purpose and aim of this research is to analyze the shortcoming that associate with CC 

where most of IT companies feel reluctant for adoption of this standard for assurance of 

security in their product. To follow up the aim an extensive literature review is performed to 

understand the CC and its Implementation as well as why companies are using this standard for 

ensuring security in their product and what outcome they gain after adoption of this standard, 

and what are the main reason where most of the IT companies are still lacking in adoption of 

CC. On the basis of these literatures review we designed questionnaire and distributed to 

various companies who have adopted CC.  

 

In our first research question we came to know that assuring security is very important and 

crucial task and for the better customer and consumer attraction, it is necessary that product is 

properly evaluated to minimize the risk and threats. Acceptance and adoption of CC is a 

challenging task for both large and medium scale organizations. For the smaller product CC 

adoption is quite easy and manageable but for larger projects its adoption is more complex and 

more time is required for evaluation. Cost factor is one of the most important issue that 

depends on the time consumed for evaluation and it is very high for large projects. Another 

issue arises because after completion of product vendors have to wait until the product is fully 

evaluated before putting it into the market. Due to competitors in the market it is also possible 

that the same type of product has manufactured by another vendor and placed it in market 

without evaluating by CC. As customers and consumers are lacking in knowledge of CC and 

its benefit, so there is a chance that particular vendor could gained more popularity and capture 
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the market shares than the product that is still in process of evaluation. As it is time consuming 

process so may be possible that the product which is in the market has provided more 

functionality than CC evaluated product as it can be an old version. Therefore, the business 

people are reluctant to accept CC. 

 

The product that is CC evaluated does not mean that the product is free from all threats. 

Threats and risks are increasing day by day and many hidden threats can compromise the 

system even the product is CC certified. PP does not guarantee that it covers all the security 

related threats; many trap-doors can be open with the passage of time and use of product that 

are beyond the customer approach.  

 

Most the evaluation issues in CC are due to the uncertain IT infrastructure and novel threats 

eruption with the time. There should be some mechanism to adjust dynamically changing 

security requirements and adjust uncertainty issues in CC. Some Dynamic decision 

management tool will be helpful to cope the issues. 
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8. Conclusion and Future Work 

CC is an established standards evolved from various country-wise standards. It is recognized in 

many countries using CCRA agreement. It is being used by various organizations for the 

evaluation of their IT products and provides significant results. But there are always some 

shortcomings involved with success factors. So CC is the case. We performed qualitative 

research targeting some well-known companies to analyze CC shortcomings. We found that 

most of the organizations have reservations about CC due to its cumbersome, time consuming 

and costly method. Management is not well satisfied with the huge investments of CC 

evaluations and it cannot be justified in terms of ROSI for them. Vendors are unhappy due to 

huge documentation procedures and security professionals do not feel the security improvement 

in evaluated products. Product becomes obsolete due to novel threats eruption and uncertainty 

issues in IT infrastructure. 

 

As the standards are already established and recognized in various countries, it should be kept 

alive and worth doing to analysis its shortcomings that can help in refinement or up-gradation of 

its work processes. We provided some suggestion to improve CC applicability according to our 

findings during this research. Adjusting dynamically changing requirements management is the 

core finding of study. Many CC users in USA and Europe are thinking to leave CC evaluation 

methods. We believe that a timely decision for a refined version that can complement CC is 

highly desirable as a future work. It will possibly reverse the trend for CC reservations and 

improve its effective applicability. 
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Appendixes 
 
 Appendix 1. Questionnaire 

 
PERSONAL INFORMATION 

Name:             

Email Address:            

Age:      Gender:    

Designation:            

Organization Name :           

Experience in Years:           

 

 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
 

Q# 1. What was your expectations regarding common criteria when you opted this methodology for your 
product evaluation? 

            
            
             
 

Q# 2. Did Common Criteria provide intended benefits for product evaluation? 
            
            
             
 

Q# 3. Did common criteria address all of your organizational security requirements? 
            
            
             
 

Q# 4. Does common criteria evaluation add value to product security? / Do you feel any difference after 
the product is evaluated? 

            
            
             
 

Q# 5. Can you say CC evaluated product means product is secure? Or it only evaluates the security 
requirements and their implementation?  

            
            
             
 

Q# 6. How long did it take? / are you satisfied with the time span of CC evaluation? 
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Q# 7. The time span, did it affect your product delivery or release? 
            
            
             
 
Q# 8. Are you able to adjust novel threats and security measure to product during evaluation or after 

evaluation? 
            
            
             
 
Q# 9. Did you manage the CC documentation procedure (PP) with the organization or hired some 

expert? 
             
            
             
 
Q# 10. What does it cost? Can it be justified with ROSI (return on security investments)? 
            
            
             
 
Q# 11. Is management satisfied with the CC evaluation cost? 
            
            
             
 
Q# 12. After CC evaluation, is your product able to cope with novel threats? 
            
            
             
 

Q# 13. Did CC evaluation affect your product in terms of market gain and more profit? 
            
            
             
 

Q# 14. Are you comfortable with defining the security requirements before the evaluation start? 
            
            
             
 

Q# 15. What is the overall satisfaction level of CC evaluation? How you grade is between 0----100? 
            
            
             

 


